Got RATS in your CAR?

Here are some tips to prevent them without poison.

1. Keep the hood raised—very best solution. Rats enter for warmth and protection and will leave if exposed.
2. Get rid of food sources
3. Use scent deterrents
   - Peppermint
   - Dryer sheet
   - Pine-Sol
   - Scrubbing pads like SOS
   - Cayenne pepper
   - Droppings from a natural predator (like a fox)
4. Snap or zapper trap (with hood down)

DO NOT USE:

Snap traps in the open landscape or in your barn. They can maim and harm other animals.

Sticky traps or glue boards. They cause horrific suffering and other animals get caught in them, including songbirds.

Rodenticides: Rat poison kills birds and wildlife, not just rats. When a hawk, owl, or bobcat eats a poisoned rat, they too, can become very ill or perish of secondary poisoning.

O.K. TO USE:

- Electronic traps (only in safe locations) like The Raticator or other rat “zapper.”
- Rat Fertility Control Products like Contrapest.